GREASLEY ESTATE, Lamb Close, Eastwood, Notts. NG16 3QX
Fishery Manager:
Telephone:
Web:
Email:

Peter
07769683057
www.greasley-estate.com
fishing@greasley-estate.com

RULES OF MEMBERSHIP 2018/19
No person may enter the vicinity of Moorgreen Reservoir without a valid Fishing Permit issued by Greasley Estate. As well as
a valid E.A licence and must adhere to the regulations. Anyone who disobeys these rules could face prosecution or
withdrawal of their permit without refund.
Purchase of PERMITS should be accompanied by two passport size photos, a copy of a valid E.A. licence and either cash or
cheque ( made payable to “Greasley Estate” ) and submitted, in person to the Fishery, after which two plastic ID cards will be
sent to you (one personal ID card and the other to be placed in your parked car).
PERMITS run from the date purchased and last for 12 months, Parts of the Fishery may be closed for a short time to allow the
fish to spawn.
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Anglers must be in possession of a valid Permit at all times whilst on the Estate and must produce them when asked.
The Fishery is open all year for day and night fishing.
Persons found fishing or in the vicinity of the Fishery with fishing tackle and without a valid Permit are liable to be
prosecuted under Criminal Law which carries heavy penalties, especially after dark.
Anglers failing to comply with rules & regulations will be given a verbal warning. A written warning will be issued for a
second offence. A third infringement could lead to termination of membership.
Cars to be parked in the fishery car park with ID card displayed.
Please seek permission from the fishery before inviting non-angling guests on to the site. Unauthorised visitors will be
asked to leave. Refer to top paragraph.
Field side - No vehicles are to be parked or driven on the grass during the winter months i.e. November – April.
Fishing is to be from one designated peg only, using a maximum of three rods.
Possession and use of bait boats is strictly forbidden within the Fishery.
Tackle in use must not be left unattended.
Anglers must not set up bivvies to reserve pegs. Bivvies/Tackle must not be left unattended for more than two hours
if leaving the fishery.
Anglers wishing to use lead core must first get permission from a bailiff.
No fish to be sacked or left in a net.
The use of artificial bait, i.e. plastic sweet corn, toppers, cork boilies is strictly prohibited.
Angles must have in their possession and use a carp care kit, a large padded unhooking mat or carp cradle.
Particle baits, nuts, peas, beans or seed baits etc are not allowed with the exception of sweet corn, maize and hemp.
Hooks must not be bent or barbed. All fish to be returned to the water within 4 minutes.
Braid main line or braided shock leaders or any other tackle which could harm the fish is not to be used.
No wading due to soft and deep mud.
No open fires. Cutting, breaking or trimming reeds, shrubs, rushes or trees is strictly prohibited.
All left over bait to be taken away.
Litter, including nylon line, must be removed from the site whether yours or not.
Radios, CD’s etc. Only to be used with headphones so as not to disturb others.
Dogs are not to be left in cars nor brought onto the Fishery.
Anglers to conduct themselves in a quiet, sober and drug free manner at all times.
To help monitor health & growth of our stock, please report captures back to the fishery whenever possible.
NO FISH to be taken from the fishery, whether dead or alive. Contravention of this rule WILL result in criminal
prosecution under Criminal Law.
The owner reserves the right for himself or his delegated Fishery Staff to search tackle and cars at any time when at
or leaving the Fishery.
Anglers to occupy a single peg for no longer than five (5) days after which they must not return to that peg for a
period of 24 hours.
Abusive behaviour towards fishery staff or any fellow members will not be tolerated. This also includes the use of
social media and slander. Guilty parties will lose their tickets whilst perspective members will have any right of
obtaining membership revoked.

